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Abstract: Three series of ionic self-assembled materials based on anionic azo-dyes and cationic
benzalkonium surfactants were synthesized and thin films were prepared by spin-casting. These thin
films appear isotropic when investigated with polarized optical microscopy, although they
are highly anisotropic. Here, three series of homologous materials were studied to rationalize
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this observation. Investigating thin films of ordered molecular materials relies to a large extent
on advanced experimental methods and large research infrastructure. A statement that in particular
is true for thin films with nanoscopic order, where X-ray reflectometry, X-ray and neutron scattering,
electron microscopy and atom force microscopy (AFM) has to be used to elucidate film morphology
and the underlying molecular structure. Here, the thin films were investigated using AFM,
optical microscopy and polarized absorption spectroscopy. It was shown that by using numerical
method for treating the polarized absorption spectroscopy data, the molecular structure can
be elucidated. Further, it was shown that polarized optical spectroscopy is a general tool that
allows determination of the molecular order in thin films. Finally, it was found that full control of
thermal history and rigorous control of the ionic self-assembly conditions are required to reproducibly
make these materials of high nanoscopic order. Similarly, the conditions for spin-casting are shown
to be determining for the overall thin film morphology, while molecular order is maintained.
Keywords: ionic self-assembly; thin films; molecular orientation; non-covalent forces; soft materials

1. Introduction
To build a device from functional molecular materials, one has to rely on the materials to:
(i) crystallize in a structure suitable for the fabrication of devices [1]; (ii) appropriately self-assemble
or self-organize on the device substrate [2–6]; or you have to (iii) develop a tailor made processing
platform such as the zone casting method that can order pentacene and hexabenzocoronene on
substrates [7–12]. Shortcuts can be taken by combining (i) and (ii), as shown by the impressive
accomplishments within the field of liquid crystals [13–17], while (ii) and (iii) can be combined in e.g.,
layer-by-layer assembly [18–21]. In this work, we use ionic self-assembly (ISA) [22–27], combining (i)
and (ii) to be able to avoid (iii).
ISA was first reported as an efficient method for layer-by-layer deposition of alternative charged
species allowing thin films with lamellar order to be created by sequential dip coating [19–21,28,29].
The approach was later adopted to synthesize ordered nanomaterials directly from charged and
hydrophobic molecular units upon precipitation [24,25,27,30–36]. Briefly, ISA happens when two
solutions of a positively and a negatively charged water soluble building blocks are mixed.
The individual building block is water soluble, but the complexes formed upon ion pairing of the
building blocks are not. By choosing building blocks of the correct shape, lamellar structures can be
precipitated directly following the ISA process [36].
Building on the seminal work of Faul and Antonietti [24,36], we have developed a ISA system
based on benzalkonium surfactants BZK that allow for facile formation of ordered materials
and thin films upon ISA with polyanionic functional units [37]. Here, we have undertaken a
systematic investigation of three rectangular functional units (red) with five benzalkonium surfactant
templates (green), only differentiated by an increasing chain length of the hydrophobic alkyl group
from ten carbons in BZK10 to eighteen in BZK18 (see Figure 1). The three series of homolog materials
were made from Allura Red AllR, Bordeaux Red BorR, and Amaranth Amar functional units.
The results from these series were contrasted to a single ionic self-assembled material made from the
rod shaped Trypan Blue TryB functional unit (see Figure 1).
The materials were produced using ISA, as illustrated in Figure 2. As previously reported [37],
the materials have a lamellar structure in bulk and thin films (see Figure 2). While investigations using
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) show that the materials in bulk and films
have crystalline order, and that the material in thin films are ordered with respect to the substrate,
these ordered thin films of the materials do not show activity in polarized optical microscopy [37].
Afact that implies: (a) the material is isotropic in the plane of the film [2,38]; or (b) the films are just a
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Polarized spectroscopy was established to probe the orientation of transition moments [39] in
Polarized spectroscopy was established to probe the orientation of transition moments [39] in
the molecular scaffold, and to isolate the orientation of the individual molecules with respect to the
the molecular scaffold, and to isolate the orientation of the individual molecules with respect to the
laboratory coordinate system [40,41]. The methodology has been extended to probe dyes in ordered
laboratory coordinate system [40,41]. The methodology has been extended to probe dyes in ordered
systems [42], and investigate methods of orienting molecules in polymer blends and the orientation
systems [42], and investigate methods of orienting molecules in polymer blends and the orientation of
of polymer backbones [2,43–49]. Here, we have updated the methodology of Michl and Thulstrup to
polymer backbones [2,43–49]. Here, we have updated the methodology of Michl and Thulstrup to be
be used with modern numerical methods [40,42]. Using polarized spectroscopy, we have determined
used with modern numerical methods [40,42]. Using polarized spectroscopy, we have determined the
the orientation of the transition moment with respect to the long axis of the molecule as defined by
orientation of the transition moment with respect to the long axis of the molecule as defined by the
the angle ϕfz in the four dye molecules. Knowing the orientation of the transition dipole moment in
angle ϕfz in the four dye molecules. Knowing the orientation of the transition dipole moment in the
the molecular
framework, we can confirm the presence of order in the structure of the thin films using
molecular framework, we can confirm the presence of order in the structure of the thin films using
polarized absorption spectroscopy [37]. Thus, we were able to determine that the films made from all
polarized absorption spectroscopy [37]. Thus, we were able to determine that the films made from
investigated materials have nanoscopic order, although we were not able to determine the exact
all investigated materials have nanoscopic order, although we were not able to determine the exact
molecular structure. While the results presented below do not allow for a clear answer to the question
molecular structure. While the results presented below do not allow for a clear answer to the question
raised—whether the film is single domain or isotropic—we can conclude that polarized spectroscopy
raised—whether the film is single domain or isotropic—we can conclude that polarized spectroscopy
can be a valuable tool when investigating thin films with nanoscopic order.
can be a valuable tool when investigating thin films with nanoscopic order.
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Figure 2. Cartoon representing the synthesis and the molecular structure of the homolog ionic self-
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the water content does not vary according to whether material was extracted or precipitated. It is
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blocks and the surfactant head groups (see Figure 1). This will change the relative volumes of the
constituent units of the structure, and will lead to changes in material properties. This is readily
observed using XRD, although thermal annealing, which depends on time as well as temperature,
effects may confuse the observations.
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Table 1. Method of isolation and elemental analysis results for the 16 synthesized materials.
Entry

Material

1
2
3
4
5

Allura Red AllR
BZK10 precipitated
BZK12 precipitated
BZK14 extracted
BZK16 extracted
BZK18 extracted

6
7
8
9
10

H2 O

C

H

N

1/2
0.00
1.00
0.00

Calcd
66.44
67.44
68.90
67.11
70.43

Found
66.63
67.44
69.06
67.02
70.12

Calcd
8.26
8.58
8.85
9.13
9.36

Found
8.42
8.83
9.33
9.20
9.37

Calcd
5.53
5.24
5.02
4.74
4.56

Found
5.52
5.18
4.77
4.60
4.54

Bordeaux Red BorR
BZK10 extracted
BZK12 precipitated
BZK14 extracted
BZK16 extracted
BZK18 extracted

1/2
0.00
0.00
wet2
4.00

68.40
69.90
69.70
68.06

68.67
69.61
69.75
61.24
68.31

8.02
8.33
8.91
9.26

7.28
8.30
8.66
9.24
9.32

5.50
5.26
5.16
4.29

5.55
5.25
4.96
3.64
4.11

11
12
13
14
15

Amaranth Amar
BZK10 extracted
BZK12 extracted
BZK14 extracted
BZK16 extracted
BZK18 precipitated

2.00
1/2
1/2
2.00
0.00

66.01
68.37
69.31
69.01
71.23

65.87
68.29
69.24
69.29
71.06

8.42
8.71
9.02
9.33
9.54

8.28
9.28
9.01
9.82 1
10.30 1

5.00
4.80
4.54
4.24
4.12

4.91
4.60
4.45
4.12
3.95

16

Trypan Blue TryB
BZK10 precipitated

1.00

66.96

66.86

8.13

8.32

7.10

6.83

1

1/2

2

Experimental error too large to be physical, data not used; Material composition unknown and the results are
not used in the subsequent analysis.

2.2. Bulk Structure
The lamellar structure of these materials was established previously [23,36,37]. Figure 3 shows the
powder XRD scattering profiles for the three series of materials made from Allura Red, Bordeaux Red,
and Amaranth. The materials are all crystalline. The lamellar repeat distance (gray line, Figure 3) is
not observed for Allura Red (Figure 3a), while it is clearly evident in all materials made from Bordeaux
Red (Figure 3b). For Amaranth (Figure 3c), a first order peak for the longest repeat distance cannot
be distinguished, but a peak corresponding to a distance half that of the expected lamellar spacing is
evident in the data for all five materials. This peak is interpreted as a second order Bragg peak arising
from the lamella spacing.
Note that there is only one peak in each series that change as the chain length of the surfactant
is varied. The general scattering pattern is similar for all materials within a series, for Allura Red a
higher degree of crystallinity is observed for materials made from surfactants with short tail lengths.
For Bordeaux Red and Amaranth this trend is reversed, so that the shortest surfactant only shows few
peaks in the scattering curve. The identified lamellar spacing is included in Table 2.
As all materials are made from molecules of identical thickness, they all show a peak corresponding
to a stacking distance of 0.4 nm (dotted gray line, Figure 3), assigned to a tilted stacking of the
functional units. In this range, a hexagonal packing of the surfactant tails would also give rise to a peak.
A constant within each series made from the same azo-dye is the width of the dye. Therefore, a peak
related to the end-on-end packing of the dyes at a distance identical to or longer than the width of the
dye molecules should be present in the data and independent of surfactant tail length. More than
one peak may be found, but the one corresponding to the longest distance may be assigned to the
width of the unit cell in the material (dashed gray line, Figure 3). Thus, the three principal axes may
be assigned a priori, and a model for the molecular packing of the materials may be suggested that
conform to these dimensions [37]. For AllR and Amar the dashed lines coincide with the width
of the dye molecule on the shortest dimension. The size of the molecule can be determined from
geometric considerations and molecular models. The models assume that the conjugated π-system of
the molecules can be considered planar. Following this assumption, the molecules can be considered
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Figure 3. Powder XRD scattering curves for the three series of homolog ionic self-assembled materials

Figure 3. Powder XRD scattering curves for the three series of homolog ionic self-assembled materials
based on: Allura Red (a); Bordeaux red (b); and Amaranth (c) anionic azo-dye functional units and
based on: Allura Red (a); Bordeaux red (b); and Amaranth (c) anionic azo-dye functional units and
benzalkonium surfactants with alkane tails of varying length from BZK10 –(CH2)9CH3 to BZK18 –
benzalkonium
alkane
of varying
length
(CH2)17CH3. surfactants
The assumedwith
principal
axestails
are indicated
with
lines. from BZK10 –(CH2 )9 CH3 to BZK18
–(CH2 )17 CH3 . The assumed principal axes are indicated with lines.
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Table 2. Structural information from polarized optical spectroscopy on thin films of ionic self-assembled
material based on Allura Red, Bordeaux red and Amaranth anionic azo-dyes and benzalkonium
surfactants with alkane tail of varying length (from –(CH2 )9 CH3 to –(CH2 )17 CH3 ): The average angle
(respect to the surface normal) of the transition moment corresponding to primary transition αfZ,max
and maximum of primary transition λmax . Direct structural information from: terrace heights d’
determined from AFM micrographs of the same thin films, and layer separation d determined in bulk
powder using XRD. The difference in layer spacing ∆d was calculated using the XRD data.
Entry

Material

αfZ,max

a

(deg)

λmax (nm)

dXRD (nm)

∆d

d’AFM (nm)

4.42
4.71
5.75

0.3
-

2.65
5.85
2.5 & 1.5
2.8–3.2

3.63
3.87
4.06
4.66

0.2
0.2
0.2

2.8 & 2.2
2.5–3.3

3.72
4.18
4.38
4.96
5.18

0.4
0.2
0.6
0.2

7.5–8.0
2.1
3.9
2.6 & 3.7

2.51

-

-

Allura red AllR
1
2
3
4
5

BZK10
BZK12
BZK14
BZK16
BZK18

54.4
53.2
55.9
60.1
63.2

500
500
500
500
500
Bordeaux red BorR

6
7
8
9
10

BZK10
BZK12
BZK14
BZK16
BZK18

62.1
63.9
61.4
59.9
55.2

510
510
510
510
510
Amaranth Amar

11
12
13
14
15

BZK10
BZK12
BZK14
BZK16
BZK18

64.9
62.2
63.3
64.8
63.2

520
520
520
520
520
Trypan Blue TrypB

16

BZK10
a

80

617

Values determined using a value of the refractive index of the thin films of n = 1.45.

The lamellar spacing is assumed to increase by a maximum of 0.3 nm per ethylene group for
a material with fully extended alkyl chains at an angle perpendicular to the lamellar [5]. This is
the distance observed for the one difference that can be determined for Allura Red (see Table 2).
The distances increase of 0.2 nm consistently determined for Bordeaux Red suggest a more tilted
geometry. There is no trend in the lamellar spacing determined for Amaranth. Small angle scattering,
variable temperature experiments, and single crystal structures will be natural next step to take in the
scrutiny of the solid-state structure of these materials. Note that all materials constitute a 3D lattice as
well as two 2D lattices (see Figure 2).
2.3. Polarized Spectroscopy
Polarized light is an excellent probe for investigating ordered systems [40–42], as is well
known from the use of polarized optical microscopy in the study of liquid crystalline systems [16].
Polarized microscopy requires anisotropy of the optical properties of the sample in the light path for
the birefringence to occur, in the materials studied here the lamellar are either single crystalline or
isotropic in the plane of the film. Either fact renders polarized microscopy useless [2]. The material
is ordered in lamella, where the transition moment of the azo-dyes is highly ordered with respect to
the surface normal of the substrate. Thus, polarized spectroscopy performed by tilting the substrate
will give information of the orientation of the lamella, and the overall orientation of the dyes in the
thin films.
The orientation of the optical transition moments in azo-dyes are far from trivial and more
than one transition may be present in the main absorption band, note the β-naphtol derived dyes
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do not have cis-trans isomerism to consider [50]. To determine the orientation of the transition
moments corresponding to the absorption band(s) of the four dyes used as building blocks,
polarized spectroscopy was performed on the dyes in stretched polyvinyl alcohol films.
The strategy is the following: The angle between the long axis of the molecule, z, and its
transition moment, Mf , is noted ϕfz , and is determined using the stretched polymers. Then, the angle
between the transition moment Mf and the surface normal of the thin films, Z, noted αfZ , is determined
using the tilted plate method. With knowledge of these two angles, the two possible angles between
the long axes of the azo-dyes and the surface normal of the thin film, ωzZ and ωzZ’ , are deduced.
This angle is used to infer structural properties of the lamella. See Appendix A for a full walkthrough
of the methodology.
Note that if the value of αfZ corresponds to magic angle (54.7◦ ), it is not possible to distinguish if
the transition moments are randomly oriented or aligned on average at 54.7◦ . Therefore, we can use
the opposite argument to say that, if the angle is different from 54.7◦ , there exists a degree of alignment
of the transition moments in the sample with respect to the surface normal of the thin films [43].
2.4. Stretched Polymers
To recap the seminal work of Thulstrup and Michl [41], the direction of the transition dipole
moment Mf may be related to the stretch direction of the polymer Z (see Figure 4). Note that,
only in this section, the Z refers to the stretch direction of the polymer and not to the normal of
the surface of the thin film. The data will allow the angle αfZ between Z and Mf to be determined
(see Appendix A). A priori knowledge on the shape of the molecule enables the angle ϕfz between
the transition moment Mf and the long axis of the molecule z to be determined. The alternative is
to investigate multiple transitions in each dye. Here, we use numerical methods to determine ϕfz
from data on a single transition. The ϕfz angle can then be used to directly relate data obtained from
polarized optical spectroscopy on thin films to the molecular structure, see below.
Figure 4a shows the data and the result from the modelling of the experimental data for Allura
Red [40,41]. The αfZ angle is well defined at 48◦ , while the ϕfz angle can vary from ≈30◦ to ≈60◦
at the emission maximum, depending on the assumptions made regarding the overall shape of the
dye molecule. The assumptions regarding the molecular shape correspond to assuming that the
molecules at perfect alignment can be located at a specific point of Thulstrup and Michl’s orientation
triangle [40,41]. The relation between ϕfz , the assumed shape of the molecule, and the orientation
factor is plotted in Figure 4b, using Equation (A5). If the molecule is considered to be rod-like, it will
follow the top line of the orientation triangle, while a flat-like molecule will be at the bottom edge of
the orientation triangle. The numerical analysis allows us to determine the possible values ϕfz can take
as a function of the position in the orientation triangle, as well as the most probable orientation of the
transition dipole moment with regards to the long axis of the molecule, see the SI for detail. The result
of the analysis is shown in Figure 4c. In short, the ϕfz range describes the possible orientations of the
transition dipole moment of the primary transition in the three functional units. The variation is small,
and we can use the fact that we know the ϕfz of the functional units to probe the thin films structure.
As the spectra are only marginally perturbed between solution and thin films [37], we assume that
the electronic transitions are similar in solution and in thin films and thus we can use ϕfz directly to
determine the molecular orientation in the thin films following the cartoon representation in Figure 4e.
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Figure 4. (a) Polarized absorption spectra of the sodium salt of Alura Red in stretched polyvinyl

Figure 4. (a) Polarized absorption spectra of the sodium salt of Alura Red in stretched polyvinyl
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2.5. Thin Film Structure

The Structure
bulk materials were processed into thin films by dissolving the bulk material in
2.5. Thin Film
dichloromethane and spin-casting onto a rotating glass substrate [2,37,38]. The morphology of the
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spin-casting
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The
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characterized
by a data similar
Investigating the nanoscopic order using AFM (see Figure 5 and the Supplementary
Materials),
to those presented in Figure 5b with two or three layers clearly resolved (Figures S5, S6, S20, S21, S26,
the film morphology is shown to be dominated by a lamellar structure characterized by a data similar
to those presented in Figure 5b with two or three layers clearly resolved (Figures S5, S6, S20, S21, S26,
S27, S38, S39, S43, S44, S49 and S59). Some of the lamellar materials appear as uniform with holes in
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2.6. Molecular Structure in Thin Films

By measuring the absorption spectrum of the thin films as a function of the tilt angle θ using
polarized light we can determine the average angle αfZ between the substrate normal of the thin film,
Z, and the transition
dipole moment
Mf of the
done for each
material
(see
measuring
the absorption
spectrum
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the thinunits.
filmsThis
aswas
a function
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tilt angle
Figure 6 and Appendix A for the detailed theoretical treatment). The premise for the treatment is that

2.6. Molecular Structure in Thin Films

By
θ using
polarized light we can determine the average angle αfZ between the substrate normal of the thin film, Z,
and the transition dipole moment Mf of the functional units. This was done for each material
(see Figure 6 and Appendix A for the detailed theoretical treatment). The premise for the treatment is
that the dye molecules are uniaxially ordered. For an isotropic material the corrected data would be
identical for all tilt angles θ. For a perfectly aligned anisotropic material, the variation as a function
of tilt angle θ will follow a simple cos2 θ function [2]. Here, the variation is complicated and merit
the full theoretical treatment described in Appendix A. The results are summarized in Table 2 and
visualized in Figure 7. The analysis was for each dye performed at λmax in solution and the resulting
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differentiate between the two orientations shown for Allura Red AllR, but considerations on the(red),
(red), ionic interface layers (gray), and layers of alkyl chains (green). The method is not able to
ionic interface layers (gray), and layers of alkyl chains (green). The method is not able to differentiate
differentiate between the two orientations shown for Allura Red AllR, but considerations on the

between the two orientations shown for Allura Red AllR, but considerations on the lamella structure
suggest that the orientation which positions the two charged groups at either side of the molecule
would be preferred. The preferred orientation of Bordeaux Red BorR and Amaranth Amar is shown.

While the AFM micrographs provide inconclusive information as to the structure of the film
below the interface, the combination of homogeneous optical images and the polarized absorption
data from the thin films reveals the film structure. Polarized microscopy show that the films have a
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uniform structure, while the polarized spectroscopy shows that the dye molecules are oriented with
respect to the surface normal of the substrate.
By comparing the results from the stretched polymer films with that of the thin films, the polarized
absorption data reveals a structure, where the long axis of the dye molecules are either parallel or
perpendicular to the surface normal. In analyzing the data, we know that the transition moment
Mf is confined to the plane of the molecule. That does not allow for unique determination of the
structure, as we are not able to discriminate between the situations where ωzZ’ = αfZ − ϕfz and
ωzZ = αfZ + ϕfz (see Figure 7). If the two situations are considered with regard to the substrate,
they both corresponds to a situation where a side of the rectangular dye is parallel to the substrate
surface (see Figure 7). This orientation is fully consistent with a lamellar structure. Considering the
placement of the charged groups, one orientation is more likely than the other (see Figure 7). It is
assumed that the charged groups must be exposed to the surfactant layer, rather than buried in the
dye layer. The resulting structure has the shortest side of AllR and Amar as the repeat distance,
while BorR has the longer side as the repeat distance. These finding agree with the analysis of structure
of the bulk materials, and support that the lamellar structure is present in both bulk materials and
thin films.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Synthesis and Characterization
The dyes and the surfactants were all purchased form Sigma-Aldrich, Søborg, Denmark and used
directly. Deionized H2 O was used in the preparation of the complex. The surfactant-dye complex was
synthetized by precipitation from an aqueous solution. General procedure: a 2% surfactant solution
in deionized water was added to a 2% solution of the dye in the correct ratio as evaluated from the
overall charges (1:2, 1:3 or 1:4 respectively). The resulting solution was extracted with dichloromethane,
the organic phase washed with water, and dried over magnesium sulfate. The solvent was removed
in vacuum, and the resulting products were dried in a vacuum oven at 60 ◦ C. The identity of the
materials was confirmed by mass spectrometry (MS) using Electrospray Ionization (ESI) with a Time
of Flight detector (TOF). The purity of the compounds was confirmed by elemental analysis performed
by Birgitta Kegel at the University of Copenhagen.
All films were prepared by spin-casting via the same method: 20 µL of dichloromethane stock
solution (1–5 mg/mL in dichloromethane, methanol was added if the compound did not dissolve)
were dropped onto a standard microscope glass slide (Menzel Gläzer, precleaned by washing with
water and methanol) spinning at ~2000 rpm. No thermal annealing was applied; all films have been
stored at ambient conditions, and investigated as cast. The thin films were characterized with AFM,
widefield microscopy and polarized absorption (tilted plate method).
Stretched polymer films were prepared by dissolving the dyes in a 10% PVA solution in water,
to a final concentration of 10 µM, gently mixing to avoid bubbles and letting the mixture dry out in
Petri Dishes for ca. 1 month. The colored polymer was cut from the dish and placed in a stretcher
where it was stretched 5.7 times.
Powder diffraction was performed on samples that had been crushed using mortar and pistil and
compacted in polymer supported sample holders or low volume zero-background sample holders.
Several replicas were recorded for each sample and replica of selected samples were recorded in
two different sample holders to ensure identical results. The samples were all used directly after the
drying procedure, effectively a 60 ◦ C annealing over several days. A Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer
was used fitted with suitable optics and a Cu X-ray tube emitting at 1.5418 Å was used for all samples.
Widefield and darkfield microscopy pictures were taken with an Axiocam MRc camera
(Zeiss, Birkerød, Denmark) fitted onto a Zeiss axioscope microscope.
All AFM images were recorded with a Veeco Dimension 3000, Aschheim, Germany microscope,
and the subsequent data processing were conducted with use of the freeware Gwyddion 2.50 [52].
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3.2. Polarized Spectroscopy
Polarized absorption spectra of the thin films were recorded using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 1050
(Waltham, MA, USA) with a dedicated sample holder which allows control of the incident angle of
the light and the use of horizontally polarized light. A clean microscope slide at the same tilt angle
as the thin films was used as baseline reference. For the stretched polymers, horizontal and vertical
polarization were used and the incident angle was kept at 0◦ . The blank was acquired using a 10%
PVA film stretched 5.7 times.
4. Conclusions
Three series of homolog materials were prepared using ionic self-assembly between anionic
azo-dyes and benzalkonium surfactants. The lamellar materials were processed into thin films using
spin-casting from dichloromethane. The bulk structure of the materials was investigated, and was
found to vary throughout the series in the anticipated manner, where the length of the benzalkonium
surfactant determines the lamella spacing, although the complicated phase-behavior of the materials
merits further study using small angle scattering and calorimetry.
The thin film structure was investigated using optical microscopy, AFM and polarized spectroscopy.
The thin films of all sixteen materials were found to be homogeneous on the macroscopic and
microscopic scale. On the nanoscale, the films varied in morphology and only some materials showed
a surface structure expected from a thin film with lamellar structure. Therefore, the anticipated
systematic variations within the homologous series were not observed in the thin films. We conclude
that a more rigorous control of the thermal history and the spin-casting conditions must be in place to
ensure that the phase behavior of the materials does not interfere with the structural analysis.
Analysis of a large area of the thin films was performed using polarized spectroscopy.
The established methodology of Michl and Thulstrup was updated to be suitable for use with modern
numerical methods [32,33]. A method for estimating the angle ϕfz between the transition moments
and the long axes of the molecule from a smaller dataset than used in standard treatment by Michl and
Thulstrup was presented. The determined angle ϕfz was used to translate the average orientation angle
determined for the dyes αfZ,max into a proposed molecular structure in the thin films. The polarized
absorption experiments and subsequent data analysis confirmed the presence of order in the thin
films. We conclude that polarized optical spectroscopy can be a very powerful tool in analyzing the
molecular order in thin films, in particular if the orientation of the absorbing transition moment is
well-defined within the molecular framework. We showed that polarized optical spectroscopy can
give additional information on the molecular structure in the proposed lamellar structure of the thin
films, but further studies are required before we can rationalize the lack of response from the films in
the polarized optical microscope.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2079-4991/8/2/109/s1,
File S1.pdf: Supporting information including AFM, microscopy and polarized absorption data from all
16 materials, File S2.zip: MatLab functions for analyzing the polarized absorption data and plotting the results.
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Appendix A. Theory Used in Polarized Spectroscopy
The data analysis follows the theory developed for oriented molecular systems by Thulstrup
and Michl and Graf et al. [40,41] The theory applied to the investigated systems is re-iterated and
adapted below, and an explanation of the assumptions is also given. The scripts used in the analysis
are part of the Supplementary Materials.
Appendix A.1. Stretched Polymers
The aim of this section is to relate the angle αfZ between the long axis z of the molecular framework
and the transition moment Mf with the experimental variables. In this experiment, we use a different
approach from that of Thustrup and Michl. The most general case involves finding the orientation
factors after measuring five differently polarized transitions and subsequently finding the average
angle of a certain molecular axes with respect to the transition moment upon certain assumptions.
Here, the orientation factors were not measured, rather the spread of the value of the angle of
interest was analyzed as a function of all the possible values of the orientation factors allowed by our
assumptions on the molecules (see Figures 4 and 5) and data from one transition.
The essential elements of the setup are sketched in 2D in Figure 4d.
The average squared direction cosine of the transition moment Mf with respect to the stretch
direction Z is denoted k f and given by [41]
kf = cos2 (Mf , Z)

(A1)

The dichroic ratio for a non-overlapped transition is defined as [41]
df =

EZ
EY

(A2)

where Ez and EY are the measured optical densities for horizontal and vertical polarized incident light,
respectively, corrected with a blank sample and corrected for additional scattering. Assuming uniaxial
alignment with respect to the stretch direction Z, the dichroic ratio is related to the direction cosine of
the transition by [41]
df
kf =
(A3)
2 + df
The angle αfZ is the average angle of the transition moment Mf with respect to the Z axes, and can
be found from
√ 
αfZ = arccos
kf
(A4)
The angle ϕfz is calculated from the measured k f under two different assumptions of orientation
factors of the molecules in the thin-film: rod-shape molecules or planar molecules. In both cases,
the angles satisfy the same equation [40]
tan2 ϕfz =

kz − k f
k f − ky

(A5)

where k z and k y are the orientation factors of the molecular framework axes, i.e., the average squared
direction cosines of the molecular axes z and y with respect to the stretch direction Z. The orientation
factor is directly related to the shape of the molecule, although it is not the only factor determining
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The absorption coefficient of the nanostructures EN can be written as a sum of a component
produced by the axis normal to the surface of the thin film Z and by an axis parallel to the surface
Y [41,43].
EN = EY cos2 θ2 + EZ sin2 θ2
(A9)
where θ2 is the angle of the light travelling through the nanostructures with respect to the Z axis.
A relation of EY , E Z to the susceptibilities can be found in Graf et al. [43]. The wavelength dependences
of the absorption coefficient E, optical density OD, refractive index n, and transmittance T are not
explicitly written for brevity.
By rewriting Equation (A9), EZ and EY can be found from the linear regression of EN against
cos2 θ2 with
EN = ( EY − EZ ) cos2 θ2 + EZ
(A10)
The quantities EZ and EY are directly related to αfZ, by Equations (A2)–(A4). The order parameter A2,
which is described later in detail, can also be extracted from this regression and it is related to αfZ [43].
Now, we want to deduce the quantities EN and θ2 from our measured optical density and the
known incident angle θ1 . From Snell’s law we can find the relation of cos θ2 with our experimental
parameter θ1
s

2
n1
(A11)
cos θ2 = 1 −
sin θ1
n2
In a slightly modified version of the formalism used by Graf et al., we can extract the absorption
coefficient of the nanostructures using the background measurement. Here, the absorption coefficient is
noted as E to avoid confusion with the angle α. Note that in the stretched polymer section, the variable
E denotes the corrected optical density instead of the absorption coefficient, since it is not possible
to analyze the transmittance in the same manner as here. For the sample in Figure A1a consisting of
nanostructures spin-casted on glass, we can deduce that the measured optical density OD satisfies:

OD NG = − log10 TNG +

EN d N
E d
+ G G
cos θ2
cos θ3


log10 e

(A12)

where N denotes nanostructures and G glass, d is the thickness of the different layers, θ is the angle
of the light with respect to the normal of the sample through the different layers (calculated with
Snell’s law) and T is the transmittance derived from Fresnel equations for p-wave. The transmittance
is the product of the transmittance through the different layers:
TNG = TA→ N TN →G TG→ A

(A13)

where the index A stands for air. As an example, the transmittance TN →G is
TN →G (n N , nG , θ2 , θ3 ) = 1 −

n N cos θ3 − nG cos θ2
n N cos θ3 + nG cos θ2

2

(A14)

The other transmittances can be equally evaluated with the dependencies TA→ N (n A , n N , θ1 , θ2 )
and TG→ A (nG , n A , θ3 , θ4 ).
From the measured blank sketched in Figure A1b, we can deduce a similar equation for the
optical density


EG d G
ODG = − log10 TG +
log10 e
(A15)
cos θ5
where in this case the transmittance reads
TG = TA→G T 0 G→ A

(A16)
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In this case, the dependencies are TA→G (n A , nG , θ1 , θ5 ) and T 0 G→ A (nG , n A , θ5 , θ1 ).
Combining Equations (A12) and (A15), we can eliminate the dependence on EG dG and derive the
absorption coefficient of the nanostructures

EN =



 cos θ5 cos θ2
OD NG + log10 TNG − ODG + log10 TG
cos θ3 ds log10 e

(A17)

To find the angle αfZ and the order parameter A2 , it is not necessary to know the thickness of the
sample as the term ds log10 e cancels out. Strictly, the regression is performed with the quantity kEN
against cos2 θ2 , where k = ds log10 e, by using the equation


kEN = k ( EY − EZ ) cos2 θ2 + EZ

(A18)

from which the quantities of interest can be derived from the slope a and the intercept b. Using the
same definition as in Equation (A2), the dichroic ratio can be found as d f = a+b b , from which the angle
αfZ can be calculated using Equations (A3) and (A4) as:

αfZ

v
u
u
u
= arccost


2+

b
a+ b





b
a+b





(A19)

The order parameter from Graf et al., A2 , can be found in [43].
Here, this quantity is only calculated at the wavelength corresponding to the emission maxima,
where we use the value of the refractive index of azobenzene n2 = 1.45, and the value n3 = 1.52 for
Borosilicate glass [53]. An example of the application of this procedure is shown in Figure 6.
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